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The CyberSpae Foundation

More than a Class Library

This paper gives an overview of the CyberSpae Foundation (CSF), the base of the

CyberSpae Arhiteture. It is shown how various software aspets are aptured, how

aess to them is provided and whih advantages follow from the abstrat and general

onept of the CSF. The main ategories { Spae, Dialog, Aess and Struture { are

presented and the interation with the CyberSpae Objet Arhiteture (COA) and Objet

Oriented Views (OOV), two further onepts of CAP, is explained.
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The CyberSpae Foundation provides basi building bloks.

Main ategories are Spae, Dialog, Aess and Struture.

1 Introdution

The CyberSpae Foundation is the base of CAP. It provides a set of fundamental terms

for the design of software systems in form of highly abstrat base lasses.

The CSF aptures a wide range of aspets of software systems suh as data struture

(bags, sets, lists et.), presentation and manipulation (user interfaes), persisteny (data

bases), spatial aspets, loation et.

The design of CSF does not fous and is not bound to any spei� implementation. Instead

the basi properties of the "CyberSpae" itself are examined. This leads to a high degree

of generality and therefore portability of the CSF lasses.

This basi CSF interfae allows to enapsulate several spei� servies like more tehnial

standard lass libraries, user interfaes, data bases, ommuniation libraries et.

The CSF serves as an anhor for these servies. The aess to more spei� features is of

ourse possible by using derivation and other objet oriented features.
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2 Properties of the CyberSpae

What are "properties of the CyberSpae", and how are they related to everyday's work

with omputers?

The term CyberSpae is used within CAP to denote the omplete world of software. This is

why it is related to everyday's work with omputers. There is surely a di�erene between

a virtual reality spaeraft journey and working with a spreadsheet, but visualisation

aspets are not primarily meant here

1

.

Hene examining the properties of CyberSpae means to searh for ommon properties

of software of all kinds. Surprisingly, there are in fat suh properties, and some of them

are known sine software is known.

The CyberSpae Foundation tries to apture these basi properties in terms and to provide

them as "software terms": as abstrat base lasses.

As far as they have been identi�ed these lasses an be lassi�ed into the following main

ategories:

Spae

Properties of the spae itself without any ontent are the �rst ategory. These

properties are important as the spae an serve as a valuable referene system, like

the physial spae, whih provides oordinates for loations and an be devided into

subspaes for ordering the world.

Dialog

To at in the spae relies on exhanging data between objets (or subjets). This is

the only possibility to e�et something in the world of data, therefore in analogy to

the physial spae message exhange may be ompared to fores. This ategory ap-

tures mainly the dialog between objets and human beings, but also dialog between

objets and objets.

Aess

To at on a data objet, it is neessary to have some kind of aess to it. Depending

on the kind of operation, di�erent kinds of aess are appropriate. Searhing for

objets, identifying them or having the possibility to aess them are problems

belonging into this ategory.

Struture

Last not least, struture is an important property of things. Data strutures are

expliitly known and have been disovered in the early days of omputing. There

are already several implementations of lass libraries available handling this aspet

on di�erent levels of abstration.

These main ategories are explained in more detail in the following setions.

1

The meaning of Cyberspae used here is in fat the meaning whih was originally introdued in

William Gibsons siene �tion "Neuromaner".
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3 Components of CSF

3.1 Spae

The Spae Classes of the CyberSpae Foundation apture properties of the spae itself.

The Spae serves as a valuable referene system, like the physial spae in the real world.

The spae de�nes loations.

This referene system an be used to bind various kinds of information to, to de�ne

areas assoiated with physial, geographial, administrative or even arbitrary regions.

Furthermore, it may be used to express a wide range of operations on a logial level, like

moving, opying or linking things.

Contextual information an be bound to areas and provided expliitly. This allows to

perform automatially operations like installation or onversion of formats or languages.

Persisteny may be viewed as an attribute of a region. If it is at all neessary to model

this property on abstrat levels, the spae provides a good frame.

Problems related to the identity or distribution of objets and opies of them an be

handled easier if spatial aspets are onsidered, sine even in CyberSpae no two objets

an share at the same time the same plae, therefore identity is naturally preserved.

For further details on the Spae Classes of the CSF see [?℄.
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3.2 Dialog

The Dialog Classes apture the interation between ators, mainly human beings, and

objets to operate on.

This inludes the presentation of objets in every imaginable form, and the provision of the

information whih is neessary to reate suh presentations. It also inludes the provision

of manipulators, whih allow to operate on objets on many di�erent appropriate levels

of abstration.

The Dialog Classes provide this presentation and manipulation data in a �ne grained,

generi form, whih allows the dynami and automati onstrution of user interfaes of

any kind. This supports not only portability and reusability of interfae data, but features

like dynami runtime portability and persisteny of interfaes and their states on a surfae

independent level!

Due to the very general and abstrat approah of the Dialog Classes they are really easily

extendable to new interfae tehnolgies, like e.g. virtual reality.

Objets, in ontrast to human beings, as ators behave very di�erent and have di�erent

requirements (most likely more simple ones), whih are handled also to some extent by

lasses of the dialog ategory.

For further details on the Dialog Classes of the CSF see [?℄.
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3.3 Aess

Aess is the preondition to be able to at on something. The Aess Classes apture

various aspets of handling aess to objets.

Searhing is the �rst step to have aess. There are lasses provided to speify searh

riteria, i.e. features, onstraints, types et. in a general form.

Related to searhing is the problem of identifying objets. Searh riteria may be distin-

guished from identifying features by using di�erent lasses to model them.

If an objet is found, but aess is urrently not neessary, the use of Pointers

2

is most

appropriate, to express the preservation of the possibility of aess. A pointer is also

useful if the identity of the objet is not important, but the existene of an objet of the

appropriate type.

For further details on the Aess Classes of the CSF see [?℄.

2

No, the term pointer does not denote an implementation onstrut in this ontext.
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3.4 Struture

Last not least, the Struture Classes handle an old known important property of data. Lots

of lass libraries already exist whih handle these aspets on variuos levels of abstration.

The Struture Classes of the CSF shall not represent the 1000th implementation of a data

struture library. But sine there is no standard yet the CSF shall be ompleted with suh

lasses.

Furthermore, the Struture Classes are probably a bit more abstrat than the most li-

braries existing and a bit more omplete, in that it tries to integrate "Sets", "Relations"

et. in a oherent manner.

And �nally, there is in fat not something like "the one and only" modelling of strutural

aspets. But the CSF Struture Classes are prepared for interation with the CyberSpae

Objet Arhiteture, whih allows the oexistene of di�erent models and to use the

respetive appropriate one.

For further details on the Struture Classes of the CSF see [?℄.
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4 CSF, COA and OOV

The relation between the CyberSpae Foundation and the CyberSpae Objet Arhite-

ture (COA) is simply, that CSF is the ontent and COA provides the form and aess.

From another point of view, COA is an important addition to CSF.

Sine no abstration is really �nally abstrat but is more or less appropriate to a spei�

kind of use, and due to the openness of CSF their must be the possibility for oexistene

of and ooperation with further abstrations.

These features are provided by COA, whih therefore represents the openness, while CSF

represents some kind of preon�gured ontent.

The relation to Objet Oriented Views (OOV) is similar. CSF objets are used as ompo-

nents of OOVs, whih provide the frame. The CSF lasses may serve as valuable anhors

to build small lass hierarhies for usage wihtin OOVs.
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5 Conlusion

The CyberSpae Foundation aptures main ategories of the CyberSpae, the world of

software and data.

Besides well known ategories like data struture and data aess, the onept of the spae

is introdued. Furthermore, user interfaes are elaborated to a muh wider extent.

Alltogether, the CSF lasses provide a powerful and well-rounded set of basi abstrations.


